Background {#Sec1}
==========

With the development of science and the change of living environment, people's cognition of health has deepened, and the focus of medical science has gradually shifted from disease treatment to prevention and healthcare. Therefore, it has been an urgent issue to evaluate health state objectively and accurately. As an important and irreplaceable constitution of modern medicine, over the past decades, traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) has gained wide attention in the medical field of both domestic and abroad. In terms of both theory and practice, TCM provides an essentially distinct medical approach compared to conventional Western medicine (CWM). Taking holism as core, TCM has unique advantages in the aspects of health maintenance and disease prevention. Meanwhile, with the dramatic increase in prevalence of chronic diseases, the treatment of CWM has begun to be stretched, while the natural medicine and therapy of TCM can contribute a lot to this condition. Therefore, TCM has attracted unprecedented expectations and attention \[[@CR1]\]. However, despite the great advantages, the understanding, education and application of TCM is relatively insufficient, the main reason of which may be that the diagnosis of TCM is equivocal in the perspective of modern science. Therefore, using methods of modern science to describe and realize the diagnosis of TCM has been an urgent issue.

Over the past decades, with the goal of modernization, research on TCM diagnosis has attracted significant attention. Wang constructed a quantitative system for pulse diagnosis \[[@CR2]\] and proposed a quantitative method for syndrome differentiation \[[@CR3]\] based on Bayesian networks. Wang also proposed a method based on decision tree to explore the quantitative recognition of pulse strength \[[@CR4]\]. To make both qualitative and quantitative analysis for analysis for facial complexion, Zhao \[[@CR5]\] proposed a feature representation of facial complexion from whole face of patients. Using multi-class support vector machine, Li \[[@CR6]\] designed a computer-assisted classification method for syndrome diagnosis based on lip images. Liu \[[@CR7]\] explored a multi-label learning technique to do inquiry diagnosis for CHD in TCM. Su \[[@CR8]\] reviewed the technologies and methods and their application in syndrome differentiation for TCM.

These studies provide valuable experience and guidance for the research of syndrome differentiation in TCM. However, even a large amount of TCM diagnosis system is developed by computational methods, and most of them claimed that their methods or systems could analyze TCM data from a quantitative perspective. Actually none of them could quantize their diagnostic data with meaningful implications corresponding to TCM theory, as the clinical indicators from the perspective of CWM. If this situation could not be improved, the establishment of quantitative diagnosis of TCM may be very difficult \[[@CR9]\]. As was Prof. Qian said, the theory of TCM is not natural science, while it is natural philosophy which is based on phenomenological cognition \[[@CR10]\], that's why the classical methods for CWM are not suitable for TCM. Therefore, it is still a challenging issue to develop an approach which can both realize the quantitative diagnosis of TCM in modern science and be consistent with the phenomenological cognition of TCM.

In view of the above situation, to explore the feasibility of using modern science to describe and realize the diagnosis of TCM, a method of syndrome differentiation, which is based on phenomenology TCM, is proposed in this article. The approach can realize the quantitative diagnosis of TCM, and it is implemented by mathematical mapping.

This paper is organized as follows: "[Background](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"}" introduces the research background and the motivation of the study. "[Theories](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}" describes the theories adopted in this paper, including phenomenology, syndrome element differentiation and attribute partial-ordered structure diagram. "[Methods](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}" explains the methods of clinical data acquisition, mapping data reconstruction, matching, evaluation and knowledge discovery of results. "[Results](#Sec16){ref-type="sec"}" shows the results of data processing and knowledge discovery. "[Discussion](#Sec20){ref-type="sec"}" discusses the results of the research. "[Conclusion](#Sec21){ref-type="sec"}" draws the conclusion of the study.

Theories {#Sec2}
========

Theory of phenomenology {#Sec3}
-----------------------

Phenomenology, proposed by philosopher Edmund Husserl, is a philosophical methodology \[[@CR11]\]. Phenomenological researchers believe that people usually cognitive the world through direct experience and ideological processing, which is called 'phenomenological method' in the field of physics. In the perception of phenomenology, the microscopic cause of phenomenon is not so important, while associations between diverse phenomena are the key points, and these associations can be acquired by summing up experience and summarizing experimental facts.

To sum up, concentrating on the research of 'phenomena': appearances of things, or things as they appear in our experience, or the ways we experience things \[[@CR12]\], phenomenology refers to the system theory which analyzes, induces and summarizes the essence of things by the phenomenon, which happens to be consistent with the thought of TCM. TCM is also a qualitative theory which uses a summarization of the associations between phenomena or functions, not detail description of concrete mechanism \[[@CR13]\]. Therefore, using phenomenology to describe the diagnosis of TCM should be feasible in theory.

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the mathematical description of phenomenology. As shown in the figure, the appearance of things can be regarded as a source domain set, while the essence of things can be seen as an image domain set, and the relations between appearance and essence can be described by generalized mapping. As philosophers say, our conception (phenomenon) of natural laws (mapping) depend on our approach to understanding reality (essence), there is no theory-independent concept of reality, and every law (mapping) we acquired is only an approximation of reality. In real life, the approximation of mapping between appearance and essence can be acquired by observation, induction, deduction and many other kinds of machine learning methods.Fig. 1Mathematical description of phenomenological theory

Theory of syndrome element differentiation {#Sec4}
------------------------------------------

As a peculiar rational concept in TCM, syndrome is the combination of philosophy, epistemology, medical theory and clinical practice. It is a physiological or pathological generalization of the overall health state of a body at a given stage. Syndrome usually consists of two parts: location and essence. Syndrome differentiation is the process of obtaining the location and essence of syndrome through overall analysis of clinical manifestations acquired from patient by four examinations and achieving a syndrome name which can represents the health state of the patient. In TCM, for the diagnosis and treatment of disease, it is essential to identify the syndrome accurately and precisely \[[@CR14]\].

Syndrome element differentiation is a method of syndrome differentiation proposed by Prof. Zhu \[[@CR15]\], and in his theory, the process of syndrome differentiation is divided into two parts: quantification of syndrome elements according to clinical manifestations and syndrome matching based on the quantification of syndrome elements \[[@CR16]\].

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the mathematical description of syndrome element differentiation. From the perspective of phenomenology, the process of syndrome element differentiation can be regarded as two mappings between three domain sets, and the key to syndrome differentiation is to discover these two mapping relations.Fig. 2Mathematical description of syndrome element differentiation

With years of research, extracting from classical literature and clinical records, Prof. Zhu has given out the original mapping data between clinical manifestations and syndrome elements \[[@CR16]\].

Theory of attribute partial-ordered structure diagram (APOSD) {#Sec5}
-------------------------------------------------------------

APOSD, which can extract knowledge from formal context and visualize the results in intelligible diagram, is a method of knowledge discovery proposed by Prof. Hong \[[@CR17]\]. APOSD stems from formal concept analysis (FCA), partial order of mathematics is its basis of data analyzing and the generation of APOSD is identical with the philosophical principle of human cognition of things \[[@CR18]\].
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As shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, the data in the first row is the set of attributes, while the data in the first column is the set of objects, and the number '**1**' in the intersection of object and attribute means the object has the attribute, or the attribute belongs to the object.

Similar to formal concept analysis (FCA), APOSD emphasizes cognitive ability and concentrates on the relation between different data sets. The difference between FCA and APOSD is that FCA focuses on the generation and analysis of concept and concept lattice, while APOSD concentrates on the study of attributes' feature. Based on the formal context in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, using the definition of attributes' feature \[[@CR19]\] and the method of data processing \[[@CR17]\], the APOSDs shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} are generated.Fig. 3APOSD of biology and water.**a** Star style,**b** Annular style,**c** Tree style

As shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, APOSD can be presented in three styles: star \[[@CR20]\], annular and tree. In APOSD, sequential structure visualization model is adopted. From top to bottom (tree style), or from inner to outer (star and annular style), the nodes of attributes represent the constitution of the corresponding object and the layer each attribute node located in shows the universal degree of the attribute. The attribute located in the innermost (toppest) layer has the highest university (covering the most objects).

Over the past decade, APOSD has been widely employed in the knowledge discovery for TCM, and it proved effective in the field of TCM \[[@CR21]--[@CR24]\]. Therefore, APOSD is adopted to analyze the combination structure of syndrome elements based on the quantitative results of 670 medical records.

Methods {#Sec6}
=======

The minimum standards of reporting checklist contains details of the experimental design, and statistics, and resources used in this study (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Acquisition of clinical records {#Sec7}
-------------------------------

### System design of data acquisition {#Sec8}

Based on the theory of syndrome element differentiation, with the support of National Science Foundation of China (NSFC, No. 61074130), a prototype system (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) of syndrome element measurement was designed by the team of Prof. Hong \[[@CR25]\].Fig. 4System of data acquisition.**a** Question of inquiry,**b** value of syndrome elements,**c** value orders of syndrome elements

In the system, for the clinical manifestations mapping to syndrome elements, 177 inquiry questions (related to symptoms or signs common in clinical diagnosis) are designed for male, while 194 inquiry questions are designed for female. According to the severity and frequency of each symptom or sign, the answer to the corresponding question can be divided into four levels (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a; Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).Table 2List of input answersNoLabelSeverityFrequencyWeight5ASevereAlways14BA little severeSometimes0.6183CNot severeSeldom0.3820DNoneNever0

The output quantitative values (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b) and value orders (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}c) of 47 syndrome elements (divided into four groups, Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}) are acquired from clinical input data (answers to symptoms and signs) and the corresponding mapping data between syndrome elements and clinical manifestations.Table 3List of syndrome elementsGroupNoSyndrome elementGroupNoSyndrome elementEight principle syndrome differentiation (group 1)1Yang deficiencyDisease cause syndrome differentiation (group 2)25External wind2Yin deficiency26Cold3Yang hyperactivity27Summerheat4Yang floating28Dampness5Exterior29Dryness6Half-exterior half-interior30Fire-heat7Deficiency31Food accumulation8ExcessQi--blood--fluid--humor syndrome differentiation (group 3)9Qi deficiencyVisceral syndrome differentiation (group 4)32Liver10Qi stagnation33Gallbladder11Qi sinking34Lung12Insecurity of qi35Large intestine13Qi counterflow36Spleen14Blood deficiency37Stomach15Blood stasis38Kidney16Blood heat39Bladder17Blood cold40Heart18Stirring blood41Small intestine19Stirring wind42Heart spirit20Phlegm43Chest and diaphragm21Retained fluid44Uterus22Water retention45Sinew and bone23Fluid depletion46Skin24Essence deficiency47Meridian--collateral

### Clinical evaluation of prototype system {#Sec9}

The clinical evaluation of the prototype was conducted at the first affiliated hospital of Guangzhou University of Chinese Medicine in 2013. In May and November, the double blind comparative trial between diagnosis of prototype system and TCM expert was carried out twice. Through the clinical trial, 312 valid medical records were collected. Through comparative analysis of diagnosis of 312 records, the matching results are: there are 171 (54.81%) records whose matched degree is more than 80%, while there are only 6 (1.92%) records whose matched degree is less than 50% \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\].

In addition, through the analysis of combination structure of syndrome elements, the structures found from the 312 collected records, are basically identical with the discoveries of Prof. Wang (973 program No. 2003CB517100) \[[@CR27]\].

Therefore, it can be concluded that the prototype system of syndrome element measurement is effective in clinical practice.

### Collection and screening of clinical records {#Sec10}

After the clinical evaluation, during the period of 2013--2017, according to the following criteria, the prototype system was used to collect data at school, exhibition, and hospital.

#### Inclusion criteria {#Sec11}

\(a\) People who are willing to detect the health state by the prototype system of syndrome elements measurement; (b) people who can express his feelings clearly; (c) people who can complete the inquiry finally.

#### Exclusion criteria {#Sec12}

\(a\) Records without any symptoms; (b) records whose inquiry time is too much shorter than the normal standard; (c) records whose answers to all inquiry questions are identical.

Finally, including the previous 312 records for clinical trials, 670 (301 males and 369 females) records have been collected for the following analysis.

Generation of mapping weights {#Sec13}
-----------------------------

According to the theory of syndrome element differentiation, the quantitative value of syndrome elements can be acquired based on the model shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Through the inquiry of system, clinical input data (matrix of answers to symptom-related questions) can be obtained, and then according to the obtained matrix of inquiry answers, the quantitative values of syndrome elements can be acquired based on the matrix of mapping weights.Fig. 5Model of syndrome element quantification

Therefore, the key to the quantification of syndrome elements is the matrix of mapping weights between clinical input data and syndrome elements. The original matrix of mapping weights of this paper is mainly from Prof. Zhu \[[@CR16]\]. Effective as the original mapping data is, there are still several issues unresolved:The original mapping data is from statistical analysis of large amounts of clinical records, however it is difficult to explain the meaning of mapping data in the perspective of TCM;The original mapping data only gives the mapping weights between set of clinical manifestations and set of syndrome elements, while the mapping relations between other sets of TCM (such as symptoms and formulas) are still uncertain.

In order to resolve these issues, this paper attempts to convert the original mapping weights into condensed ones, which have corresponding meanings in TCM.

Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} shows the generation rules of new condensed mapping weights.Table 4Generation of new weightsTypeOriginal range (value)New weightTypeOriginal range (ratio)New weightSymptom_Normal\[40, 100)10Element_Normal\[0.6, 1\]10\[25, 40)6\[0.4, 0.6)6\[10, 25)4\[0.2, 0.4)4(0, 10\]2(0, 0.2)2Symptom_Fuzzy\[45, 100)10Element_Fuzzy\[0.65, 1\]10\[40, 45)8\[0.6, 0.65)8\[35, 40)8\[0.55, 0.6)8\[30, 35)6\[0.45, 0.55)6\[25, 30)5\[0.4, 0.45)5\[20, 25)5\[0.35, 0.4)5\[12, 20)4\[0.25, 0.35)4(10, 12)3(0.2, 0.25)3(8, 10\]3(0.15, 0.2\]3(0, 8\]2(0, 0.15\]2

In the generation of new weights, to explore whether or not the association between different symptoms should be considered, two different generation rules are proposed: *Symptom* and *Element*. Type of *Symptom* refers to the generation of new weights only considers the mapping data of one symptom, while type of *Element* means that the generation of new weights should consider all of the symptoms which are related with one specific syndrome element.

In addition, to explore which granularity level of new weights is more effective, two types of new weights are proposed: *Normal* and *Fuzzy*. *Normal* type means that, according to the mapping correlation compactness between symptom and syndrome element, the new weight data is divided into 4 levels, which are corresponding to the qualitative definition of correlation degree in TCM: 10 (maximum correlation), 2 (minimum correlation), 8 and 6 (medium correlation), while the new weights of *Fuzzy* type are more refined.

Therefore, combining two types of generation methods and two kinds of granularity level of new weights, there are four types of generation rules of new weight: Symptom_Normal, Symptom_Fuzzy, Element_Normal, and Element_Fuzzy.

The new weights generation of Symptom_Normal type is simple:Listing all weight values of one symptom from matrix of original weights;According to the value range of each original weight, generating a new weight value;Integrating the new weight values of the symptom together;Repeating the first three steps, generating new weight values of all symptoms (177 for male and 194 for female);Composing a matrix of new weight values.

Compared with Symptom_Normal type, the new weights generation of Symptom_Fuzzy type is a little complicated:Listing all weight values of one symptom from matrix of original weights;According to the value range of each original weight, generating a new weight value;If the value of original weight is close to the boundary of range, a new secondary weight value (8, 5, and 3) will be generated according to the secondary range;Integrating the new weight values of the symptom together;Repeating the first four steps, generating new weight values of all symptoms (177 for male and 194 for female);Composing a matrix of new weight values.

Compared with type of Symptom_Normal and Symptom_Fuzzy, the new weights generation of Element_Normal type is more complicated:Listing all weight values of one syndrome element from matrix of original weights;Finding the maximum weight value of the syndrome element, and calculating the ratio of each weight value to the maximum value;According to the ratio range of each weight value, generating a new weight value;Integrating the new weight values of the syndrome element together;Repeating the first four steps, generating new weight values of all syndrome elements listed in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"};Composing a matrix of new weight values.

Compared with type of Symptom_Normal, Symptom_Fuzzy, Element_Normal, the new weights generation of Element_Fuzzy type is the most complicated:Listing all weight values of one syndrome element from matrix of original weights;Finding the maximum weight value of the syndrome element, and calculating the ratio of each weight value to the maximum value;According to the ratio range of each weight value, generating a new weight value;If the ratio of original weight is close to the boundary of range, a new secondary weight value (8, 5, and 3) will be generated according to the secondary range;Integrating the new weight values of the syndrome element together;Repeating the first five steps, generating new weight values of all syndrome elements listed in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"};Composing a matrix of new weight values.

Evaluation of mapping weights {#Sec14}
-----------------------------

To evaluate the effectiveness of new weights, the four kinds of new weights will be used to approximate the results of the original mapping data. Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the evaluation model of mapping weights.Fig. 6Evaluation model of mapping weights

The process of evaluation can be divided into several steps:Based on the clinical input data, calculating the quantitative values of syndrome elements according to the corresponding matrix of mapping weights;According to the quantitative values of syndrome element and the group it belongs to, based on specified rules (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}), calculating the value order of each syndrome element.Table 5Rules of value orderValue orderRatio (value/maxvalue of group)Weight8\[0.95, 1\]17\[0.9, 0.95)0.956\[0.85, 0.9)0.95\[0.8, 0.85)0.84\[0.6, 0.8)0.73\[0.4, 0.6)0.62\[0.2, 0.4)0.41(0, 0.2)0.2Taking the value orders of original weights as standard, calculating the matched degree of each syndrome differentiation group based on the value order of each syndrome element.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In addition, for a more obvious contrast, results calculated from all symptoms (*overall health state*) and results acquired from severe symptoms (*major health state*) are evaluated together. As excess (No. 8 element) and deficiency (No. 7 element) are not calculated directly from input answers, so they are excluded during evaluation.

Knowledge discovery {#Sec15}
-------------------

In this part, APOSD will be adopted to analyze and visualize the combination structure of syndrome elements based on 670 medical records. The process can be divided into several steps:Extracting the syndrome elements whose value order is at the highest level from the 670 collected medical records;Taking syndrome elements extracted from the first step as attributes, and using the medical records as objects, establishing formal context of the 670 medical records;Based on the formal context, generating the corresponding APOSD;Discovering combination structure of syndrome elements from the APOSD.

The knowledge discovered from different types of results will be compared to verify whether they are consistent.

Results {#Sec16}
=======

Results of weights generation {#Sec17}
-----------------------------

Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the contrast examples of mapping weights of different types.Fig. 7Contrast of mapping weights.**a** Mapping weights of asthma (symptom),**b** mapping weights of yang hyperactivity (element)

In the mapping figure of asthma (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}a), the labels of X axis represent the numbers of syndrome elements this symptom is mapping to, while the values of Y axis express the correlation degree of the mapping. In the mapping figure of yang hyperactivity (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}b), the labels of X axis represent the numbers of symptoms this element is related to, while the values of Y axis express the correlation degree of the relation.

As shown in the figure, despite the weight deviations between different types, the changing trend of the values is consistent, which means that the qualitative mapping relations between medical manifestations and syndrome elements have not changed.

Results of weights evaluation {#Sec18}
-----------------------------

Figure [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows the values and value orders contrast of syndrome elements calculated from the input answers of one example record. As shown in the figure, the value orders of the five types are basically consistent, which means that the corresponding qualitative diagnosis results are consistent as well.Fig. 8Contrast of values and value orders of syndrome elements.**a** Values of elements calculated from all symptoms,**b** value orders of elements calculated from all symptoms,**c** values of elements calculated from severe symptoms,**d** value orders of elements calculated from severe symptoms

Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} shows the statistical distribution of matched degree (eight principle, disease cause, qi--blood--fluid--humor, visceral and integrated differentiation) calculated from the 670 records.Table 6Statistical analysis of matched degreeGroupMatched degree (%)All samples (670)Samples with severe symptoms (544)Symptom_NormalSymptom_FuzzyElement_NormalElement_FuzzySymptom_NormalSymptom_FuzzyElement_NormalElement_FuzzyEight principle syndrome differentiation\[95, 100\]32225816784264265229203\[90, 95)110103112116808498100\[85, 90)116142837793946665\[80, 85)679311413936385152\[75, 80)29429812227293541\[70, 75)1619586018162432\[65, 70)8820321491620\[60, 65)041218411212\[0, 60)21622881319Qi--blood--fluid-humour syndrome differentiation\[95, 100\]2272382429247248142152\[90, 95)2082128697139156125132\[85, 90)1551401441899785119121\[80, 85)576117217339358079\[75, 80)181312410916144938\[70, 75)368650452111\[65, 70)2025152157\[60, 65)00670034\[0, 60)00310000Disease cause syndrome differentiation\[95, 100\]31829613092265268195190\[90, 95)17319016513993100121101\[85,90)818815913076626676\[80, 85)48479412538464553\[75, 80)1918488324354439\[70, 75)1115394628182935\[65, 70)11815241251319\[60, 65)851113441712\[0, 60)13918461419Visceral syndrome differentiation\[95, 100\]245173118127253240224261\[90, 95)209199163173153146146139\[85, 90)14217717219270909283\[80, 85)628010911353524636\[75, 80)937704513132515\[70, 75)34301923119\[65, 70)00510001\[60, 65)00200000\[0, 60)00100000Integrated syndrome differentiation\[95, 100\]1539842163169108125\[90, 95)33333310291224233170167\[85, 90)156201258293130117154147\[80, 85)283522420421229288\[75, 80)0370o70531715\[70, 75)0012101031\[65, 70)00000001\[0, 65)00000000

As shown in the Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}, for the Symptom_Normal type results of 670 all records, the numbers of records whose matched degree is no less than 80% are 615 (91.8% for eight principle group), 647 (96.5% for qi--blood--fluid--humor group), 620 (92.5% for disease cause group), 658 (98.2% for visceral) and 670 (100% for integrated group).

For the Symptom_Normal type results of 544 records with severe symptoms, the numbers of records whose matched degree is no less than 80% are 473 (86.9% for eight principle group), 522 (95.9% for qi--blood--fluid--humor group), 472 (86.7% for disease cause group), 529 (97.2% for visceral) and 538 (98.9% for integrated group).

To sum up, for the integrated syndrome differentiation of 670 records, the matched degree of each record is no less than 65%, while there are at least 87% records whose matched degree is more than 80%.

Results of knowledge discovery {#Sec19}
------------------------------

Among the four new types of mapping weights, the matching result of Symptom_Normal type is the best. Therefore, in this part, the APOSD of Symptom_Normal type is used to compare with the APOSD of original results. In this part, only the annular style of APOSD is adopted. In addition, the outermost circle of objects is removed because of the excessive objects. In the diagrams, the labels are used to represent the syndrome elements (e.g.: '***e1***' represents the syndrome elements whose No. listed in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} is 1).

Figure [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows the hierarchical structure of APOSD generated from the original results of 670 medical records. As shown in the figure, in the innermost layer, {e28 = dampness} is the biggest arc, which means that dampness is the most common syndrome element among the 670 records. Under the arc of {e28 = dampness}, in the second layer, the diagram is divided into two big arcs: {e1 = yang deficiency} and {e2 = yin deficiency}. In the third layer, there are some big arcs for three syndrome elements: {e9 = qi deficiency}, {e10 = qi stagnation} and {e14 = blood deficiency}. In the fourth layer, there are several big arcs for syndrome elements of location: {e36 = spleen}, {e32 = liver} and {e38 = kidney}.Fig. 9APOSD of original results

It can be concluded from the APOSD (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}) that, among the 670 medical records, the most common syndrome elements of location are: spleen, liver and kidney, while the most frequent syndrome elements of nature are: dampness, yang deficiency, yin deficiency, qi deficiency, qi stagnation and blood deficiency.

Figure [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"} shows the hierarchical structure of APOSD generated from the Symptom_Normal type results of 670 medical records. As shown in the figure, in the innermost layer, {e28 = dampness} is also the biggest arc. Under the arc of {e28 = dampness}, in the second layer, the diagram is also divided into two big arcs: {e1 = yang deficiency} and {e2 = yin deficiency}. In the third layer, there are also some big arcs for three syndrome elements: {e9 = qi deficiency}, {e10 = qi stagnation} and {e14 = blood deficiency}. In the fourth layer, there are also several big arcs for syndrome elements of location: {e36 = spleen}, {e32 = liver} and {e38 = kidney}.Fig. 10APOSD of Symptom_Normal type results

It can be concluded from the APOSD (Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}) that, among the 670 medical records, the most common syndrome elements of location are: spleen, liver and kidney, while the most frequent syndrome elements of nature are: dampness, yang deficiency, yin deficiency, qi deficiency, qi stagnation and blood deficiency.

From the APOSD, the common combinations of syndrome elements can also be discovered. Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} shows the knowledge discovered from the APOSDs of original results (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}) and Symptom_Normal type results (Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}).Table 7Results of knowledge discoveryOriginalSymptom_NormalOriginalSymptom_NormalCommon combinations of syndrome elementse28-e1-e9-e36e28-e1-e9-e36Common syndrome elementsEssencee28-e1-e9-e38e28-e1-e9-e38Dampness (e28)Dampness (e28)e28-e1-e9-e32e28-e1-e9-e32Yang deficiency (e1)Yang deficiency (e1)e28-e1-e10-e32e28-e1-e10-e32Yin deficiency (e2)Yin deficiency (e2)e28-e1-e10-e36e28-e1-e10-e36Qi deficiency (e9)Qi deficiency (e9)e28-e2-e10-e32e28-e2-e10-e32Qi stagnation (e10)Qi stagnation (e10)e28-e2-e10-e36e28-e2-e10-e36Blood deficiency (e14)Blood deficiency (e14)e28-e2-e9-e14Locatione28-e2-e9-e38Spleen (e36)Spleen (e36)e28-e2-e9-e36e28-e2-e9-e36Liver (e32)Liver (e32)e28-e2-e14-e32e28-e2-e14-e32Kidney (e38)Kidney (e38)

Through the knowledge discovery, it can be concluded that, despite the differences of details between the APOSDs of original and Symptom_Normal type results, the knowledge discovered from them is basically identical.

Discussion {#Sec20}
==========

In the history of TCM, methods of syndrome differentiation are diverse: eight principle, disease cause, visceral, qi--blood--fluid--humor, six-meridian, triple energizer, and defense-qi-nutrient-blood. These methods provide various cognitions of syndrome from different perspectives. Each of these methods has its own characteristics and scope of application, while all of them are incomplete and need complement of each other. In clinical practice of TCM, the combination of several methods of syndrome differentiation is frequently needed. The coexistence of multiple methods of syndrome differentiation has brought great difficulties to clinical application, teaching and research of TCM.

In view of the above situation, based on the integration of these ancient methods, theory of syndrome element differentiation has been established by Prof. Zhu. Subsequently, in the light of Prof. Zhu's theory of syndrome element differentiation, based on phenomenology and mathematical mapping, a prototype system of syndrome element measurement has been designed by the team of Prof. Hong. Through clinical evaluation of the prototype system, the mapping data given by Prof. Zhu proved effective. However, the meaning of mapping data is hard to explain in the perspective of TCM and it is difficult to be used for the other sets of TCM.

Therefore, combining phenomenology, mathematical mapping and theory of TCM, four kinds of new mapping weights have been constructed to approximate the results calculated from original mapping data.

"[Results](#Sec16){ref-type="sec"}" shows the approximation results of all syndrome differentiation groups, and Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"} shows the statistical pie charts of matched degree under the group of integrated syndrome differentiation.Fig. 11Statistical pies of integrated matched degree

As shown in the figure, for the Symptom_Normal type results of overall health state (calculated from all symptoms), the matched degrees of all of the 670 records are higher than 80%. For the Symptom_Normal type results of major health state (acquired only from severe symptoms), among the 544 records with severe symptoms, there are 99% records whose matched degree is no less than 80%.

For the results of the other three types (Symptom_Fuzzy, Element_Normal and Element_Fuzzy), the approximation effects are worse than that of Symptom_Normal type.

Therefore, for both overall health state (calculated from all symptoms) and major health state (acquired only from severe symptoms), compared with the approximation results of other three types, the approximation results of Symptom_Normal type are the best. In addition, the matched results of fuzzy types are not higher than that of normal types. Therefore, four levels of mapping weights are already enough, and there is no need to consider smaller granularity.

Conclusion {#Sec21}
==========

In this paper, a new approach to describe and realize the quantitative diagnosis of TCM based on phenomenology is proposed and it is testified through the syndrome element differentiation and knowledge discovery of 670 clinical records. The analyses show that new results of new mapping weights can approximate the results calculated from original mapping data. Therefore, using phenomenology and mathematical mapping to realize the quantitative diagnosis of TCM should be feasible, and mapping data between other sets of TCM can also be determined by the method proposed in this paper.

However, there are still several issues or limitations to be resolved:The evaluation of the new mapping data is mainly based on the research of Prof. Zhu, which is insufficient to some extent. Consequently, further evaluation by clinical experts of TCM should be conducted in future.The original mapping data between clinical manifestations and syndrome elements are static. To achieve self-renewal of the mapping data with the accumulation of medical records, research that using machine learning methods to approximate the mapping relations of TCM should be conducted in future.
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TCM

:   traditional Chinese medicine

CWM

:   conventional Western medicine

APOSD

:   attribute partial-ordered structure diagram

FCA

:   formal concept analysis
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